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Building community
Through the program The Community in
Which We Live, we help local residents,
companies and institutions in the
planning, design and construction of a
public space, whether it be a park, town
square, or village commons.
Placing residents at the center of the
process strengthens their bond to their
community and shows them that they
can be stewards of their local
environment.
Just as importantly, working together
to plan and transform a site leads
people to discuss options, seek
compromises and agree on priorities
and solutions, even where opinions
differ.
In these ways the program is
instrumental in developing both
community and environmental
stewardship.
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IN THIS PROGRAMMING PERIOD, DONOR
SUPPORT ENABLED US TO PROVIDE EIGHT
PROJECT TEAMS WITH:

600 hours
of guidance
by Via community
engagement expert (in all
phases of the projects, i.e.
forming a project team,
community planning, local
fundraising, community
build and finish)

Seed grants
of $13,800
each
3 Via workshops
(on community
engagement,
fundraising and
community build
events)

With this comprehensive support, eight teams of citizens led participatory
public space improvement projects in their communities.
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HOW THESE OUTCOMES PLAYED OUT IN THE SPECIFIC COMMUNITIES IS
BEST DESCRIBED BY THE PROJECT LEADERS THEMSELVES.

josefov:
“A beautiful semi-circular amphitheater was
constructed on the site and town employees are
now finishing the pergola roof and earthwork.
We’ll continue improving the site in the spring
with more community work parties. The town
will handle maintenance. We’ll use the site in
December for our annual Christmas tree lighting
event and we’re thinking of organizing a small
music festival here in the summer.”
Mayor Jan Onak

hajnice - horní žďár:
“The site looks completely different. Thinning out the trees
let more light come in. Children are already using the new
play equipment. And the new entry point to the stream is
popular. We have a new community place with a campfire
circle, benches, a bridge and a toilet, we improved the
slope and cleaned out the water basin. We still have to
figure out what to do with the cleaned-out water basin and
I feel a responsibility towards the community to figure that
out. We still don’t have a clubhouse, which requires a
building permit, and the town will be applying to the
region for a grant for that and for new paths and a shelter
for the garbage bins (thanks to the initiative of our group).
Project leader Tereza Snopková
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rabí - čepice:
“Thanks to this project we began noticing each other more, listening to each
other and we learned that even though we have different opinions, we are
capable of reaching agreement and implementing a demanding project
together. The differences between us and our differing worldviews enrich the
work and the project itself. They allow us to perfect the project and work out
every last detail. They motivate us because we have a shared goal, a job we have
to finish. And because we were all involved from the very beginning, no one asks
questions like, this could have been done differently, why didn’t they do it like
this? Everything is connected and why did we do it this particular way? Because
we created it from beginning to end. Everyone had an equal chance to express
their opinion about the whole project and advocate for his or her point of view
and at the end of the planning phase we voted for which point of view to use in
the project. Thus here in our village we built exactly what we wanted with the
help of Via Foundation and the architect and the town government. The project
culminated in the grand opening, where over 70 people came together.
That’s almost the entire population of our village.”
Project leader Jiřina Kábová
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projects
HERE IS AN OVERVIEW OF WHAT THE EIGHT PROJECT
TEAMS ACHIEVED IN THE 2017-19 PROGRAM:

TOWN OF SVĚTLÁ HORA – SUCHÁ RUDNÁ VILLAGE
Bruntál District

This Sudetenland town suffers from a lack of shared traditions and
absence of solidarity – a remnant of the complete turnover of residents
that followed WWII in this border region. The project has been a first step
towards overcoming the shadows of the past by strengthening residents’
bond to each other and to their local surroundings. Through the
community planning process, residents came up with a shared vision of a
park with a gazebo, campfire circle and vegetation improvements. In fall
2018 they planted trees and built the campfire circle, which they
immediately used to celebrate the new place they had built together.
They built the gazebo in spring 2019.
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VILLAGE OF OLŠOVEC
Přerov District

The village of Olšovec lacked a suitable area where residents could hold
community events, school gatherings, workshops and celebrations. After
a difficult community planning process, residents agreed on a
revitalization plan for a section of the village commons which includes
new plantings and a water feature. In fall 2018 residents completed the
plantings, including a 100-year old linden tree and a Christmas tree –
which was the focal point of a community gathering on the first Advent
Sunday in 2018. Work continued in spring 2019.
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MUNICIPALITY OF JOSEFOV
Sokolov District

There is no classic town square in Josefov in western Bohemia, but
people here wanted a place to meet and hold community events.
Through the project, they made a plan to build a community center
and amphitheater and renovate a public space. Then they got out their
tools and set to work on building paths and wooden bridges, which
brought together people who hadn’t spoken with each other for
many years. Now they are partners in environmental stewardship.
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OLOMOUC – ŘEPČÍN
Olomouc city district

Residents of this district in the city of Olomouc revitalized a small park
into a place where they can gather for community cultural events.
Winter and spring planning was followed by a series of community
work parties where residents cleaned the site and planted shrubs and
trees. Families and individuals “adopted” their own trees through a
fundraising drive and planted them. The lord mayor of Olomouc also
took part, working alongside residents with shovel in hand and
adopting his own tree. Work on the site continued in spring 2019 with
installation of a water pump and planting of a flowering meadow.
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HAJNICE – NEIGHBORHOOD OF HORNÍ ŽĎÁR
Trutnov District

New residents can do a lot to energize a community. Shortly after
moving into the village of Horní Žďár, a number of families began
fixing up a local neglected church and cemetery. In this project, the
group turned their sights to the village commons to make it a shared
site for concerts, campfires and holiday events. During countless
community work parties, residents built wooden play structures, a
stone seating area next to the existing water basin, a campfire and
benches and installed new plantings. They held a grand opening in
October 2018 and are already using the site daily and for events like the
traditional Christmas tree lighting.
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TOWN OF KRÁSNO
Sokolov District

Magic makeover would be an understatement here. Over the past year,
residents in the small town of Krásno in western Bohemia transformed
an overgrown open space so completely that you would have trouble
recognizing it as the same place. Where weeds and invasive shrubs
once covered the ground, a new stage, benches, a rock garden and a
playground stand – all the work of Krásno residents. At the grand
opening in October 2018, they planted a Tree of Freedom to
commemorate the 100th anniversary of the founding of
Czechoslovakia. In 2019 they added a meditation labyrinth and small
ponds that reflects the sky.
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MUNICIPALITY OF BAŠŤ
Praha – East District

The small town of Bašť , located near the capital city of Prague, has
been impacted by extensive development and an influx of new
residents in recent years. This community project was a step towards
developing a diverse yet cohesive body of citizens actively caring for
their environment. Through the project, they transformed a site into a
park with new plantings and an unconventional nature-mini-golf
course. The grand opening took place in conjunction with the town’s
traditional market on St. Martin’s Day in November 2018.
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TOWN OF RABÍ – MUNICIPALITY OF ČEPICE
Klatovy District

Over the past decade, this small community gradually lost its school,
cultural hall and pub and, in the process, all possible community
gathering places. But through this project, the Čepice team turned an
open space next to the volunteer fire brigade hall into a community
park with a gazebo for events, playground and new plantings. The
entire community came out for the grand opening in October 2018, a
Christmas event with a live nativity scene, and other local events..
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With DONOR support, we were able to make a tangible difference
in the environments of eight communities – and in the lives of
their residents. These projects help residents develop stronger
ties to the places in which they live and become stewards of
their communities.
thank you for your support!
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